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“What pleases the public is lively and vivid delineation which makes no demands on the
intellect; but passionate and absolutist youth can only be enthralled by a problem.”
Thomas Mann- Confessions of Felix Krull, Confidence Man
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Jay Batlle’s Grade Pending presents a suite of paintings produced over 20132014.  The works here are presented with “hand painted” Sanitary Grade paintings
along side the unique paintings on giant restaurant stationery.  Allowing the viewer to
rate the system and works- Grade pending uses state generated Sanitary Letter templates to grade the works presented here.  
Batlle wants to question the notion of “like.” Something that social media has
taken a hold of the world with.  In this modern day epoch of instant feeds, tweets,
tumbles, texts, and likes, how does art keep up? Maybe it does not need too. Maybe
this is why art is transcendent. Yet art fairs, pop ups, internet sale websites, create a
style of only viewing a work or exhibition work only once, if even in person.  The smell
is lost and how art stands up over time seems to be eradicated, or equivolated by the
process of the “like.”  Like has become the currency of popular taste.  Visual information has become homogenized into a status of templates created by corporations and
social media to control and rate us while curating our images.
“I had a realization about the power of art, it stays static while we change and
grow and eventually die.  Visiting Matisse’s “Piano Lesson” in the MOMA at different
periods in my life, I was able to use the static and constant tableau as a meter for my
thinking and how it evolved creatively and personally.  I would always come back and
the painting would be the same lesson, but I would be different, and it would teach me
something new.”
“Recently I heard that the reason socialism never took off in America, is that
poor people here see themselves simply as inconvenienced millionaires, just like an
artist who hasn’t made it yet. I’m interested in the idea that artists are starving until
they succeed; I love this cliché that you can’t feed yourself, (Van Gogh ate his paints).
Instead of saying artists are poor, or they’re broke, or they owe money, we say they’re
starving. So what does that literally translate into? Having a meal! If you’ve “made it,”
then you can go to the place in Provence, called La Colombe d’Or, where Picasso
used to go and trade a work for eats. You have Kippenberger at the Paris Bar in Berlin, where he had all his paintings hanging and he could eat for free for life. In other
words; the artist has made it. He can eat wherever he wants. Success is eating well,
but remember what they say about a free lunch.”
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CHECK LIST OF WORKS:
1. “V.I.P. 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

2. “Hindsight” 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

3. “Cassoulet” 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

4. “Chef’s Choice” 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

5. “Apres Le Vernissage” 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

6.“Remote Control” 2014
Dimensions: 60” x 40” x 2” 153cm x 102cm x 5cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, oil stick, and watercolor on
640gr watercolor paper mounted on custom wood panel
with recipe on verso

7. “Fatigue” 2014
Dimensions: 9 parts each 30” x 22” x 1” 76cm x 56 x 3cm
Overall dimensions: 90” x 66” x 1” 229cm x 168cm x 3cm
Materials: Archival inkjet, and ink on 300lb
watercolor paper mounted on canvas with recipe on verso

8. “Chef Animation” 2015
Technical Information: HD Digital video looped with sound
edition of 3, 2 A.P.s
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About The Artist:
Jay Batlle’s “Epicurean” paintings, drawings, performances, and sculptures take
the habits of the gourmet as a source of inspiration and social commentary. Batlle
belongs to a generation of American artists who have responded to the precepts of
minimalism and conceptualism. These artists aim to recreate the image and the social
process in art, providing a channel for imaginary and everyday experience and forcing
academic conventions to confront mass culture.
Batlle is known as the “Epicurean Painter,” he is interested in exploring “The
Good Life”-success, fortune, and an abundance of sensual pleasures-and the gulf that
exists between this ideal and reality. Batlle subverts the gourmet experience into social
commentary, mostly on the interchangeability of wealth and power, and the blurring of
boundaries between the two as it relates to indulgence and excess.  His oeuvre offers
both a critique of comestible-related decadence and a celebration of the preparation
and consumption of food across various cultures.  The artist asks: “What is the meaning of art, getting to the top of the social economic ladder or having enough to eat?”
Batlle’s work has been exhibited at galleries and museums around the world, including The National Academy Museum, Nyehaus gramercy park, Andrew Roth, Metro
Pictures, Casey Kaplan, Paul Kasmin, Feigen Contemporary, the Chelsea Museum,
Exit Art, The Dorsky Gallery, and The Whitney Museum, New York City, The Glass
House Museum at Mana, New Jersey, Blum & Poe, CA, The Ausstellungshalle Zeitgenössische Kunst in Münster, The Abteiberg Museum Mönchengladbach, Germany,
The Museum of Liverpool, and at The World Museum, Liverpool.  Batlle’s first solo
institutional show, with accompanying catalogue, took place in 2012 at the National
Museum of Fine Arts, Santiago de Chile.
“The discovery of a new dish confers more happiness on humanity, than the discovery
of a new star.” Brillant Savarin
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